
The SARS-CoV-2 Ag Rapid Test Kit is an immunochromatographic membrane assay that uses highl
y sensitive monoclonal antibodies to detect nucleocapsid protein and Spiker protein from SARS-Co
V-2 in Sputum/oropharyngeal saliva samples. The test strip is composed of the following parts: nam
ely sample pad, reagent pad, reaction membrane, and absorbing pad. The reagent pad contains col
loidal-gold conjugated with the monoclonal antibodies against the nucleocapsid protein of SARS-C
oV-2 and colloidal-gold conjugated with the monoclonal antibodies against the nucleocapsid protein
 of SARS-CoV-2; the reaction membrane contains the secondary antibodies for nucleocapsid protei
n and S protein of SARS-CoV-2. The whole strip is fixed inside a plastic device. When the sample is
 added into the sample well, conjugates dried in the reagent pad are dissolved and migrate along wi
th the sample. If SARS-CoV-2 antigen presents in the sample, a complex formed between the anti-
SARS-2 conjugate and the virus will be captured by the specific anti-SARS-2 monoclonal antibodie
s coated on the test line region (T). Absence of the T line suggests a negative result. To serve as a p
rocedural control a red line will always appear in the control line region (C) indicating that proper vo
lume of sample has been added and membrane wicking has occurred.

1. Gargle with 5~10 mL water for about 10 seconds�raise head and cough deeply and collect sputu
m/oropharyngeal saliva or mucus which from the deep throat at the same time.
2. Put the tampon of the test card into the mouth, gently bite the end of the plastic card housing, and 
keep the horizontal state of the test card, and wait for 1-3 minutes until the wet liquid reaches the top
 of the observation window, 
3. When the wet liquid arrives at the top of the observation window, remove the test card and close
 the cover. Place it flat on the desktop and wait for 0-15min.

Positive(+): Both of T and C lines appear within15minutes.
Negative(-): C line appears while no T line appeared after 15 minutes.
Invalid: If the C line does not appear, this indicates that the test result is invalid, and you should rete
st the specimen with another test device.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

1. Clinical Performance
A clinical evaluation was carried out to confirm that the sensitivity and specificity of the SARS-CoV-2 
Ag Rapid Test Kit for SARS-CoV-2, compare results and RT-PCR. The results are as follows summar
ized:

4. Cross-reactivity:
The cross-reactivity with the following organism and virus was examined. The following substances 
will not produce false positive or false negative reactions when tested with the SARS-CoV-2 Ag Rapid
 Test Kit for the SARS-CoV-2.
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5. Endogenous/exogenous material interference test
The following substances, which occur naturally in breath samples or which can be artificially introdu
ced into the airways, were evaluated as listed below. The SARS-CoV-2 Ag Rapid Test Kit does not re
port false positive or false negative.

Substance                              Substance                            Substance                             Substance

Purified                                MucinTotal Ig                          Mritonavir                          Oxymetazoline

Bilirubin                                  Hematocrit                              Abidol                             Sodium chloride

Blood lipids                           Meropenem                          Levofloxacin                     Beclomethasone

Hemoglobin                    alpha-interferon                        Azithromycin                      Dexamethasone

Rheumatoid factor             Zanamivir                               Ceftriaxone                          Flunisolone

Antinuclear antibody                 Ribavirin                                Fluticasone                          Triamcinolone

             Oseltamivir                          Tobramycin                           Budesonide

HAMA                                Paramivir                     Histamine hydrochloride                Momisson

Antimitochondrial 
antibody

Total IgG                            Lopinavir                                  Benfurin

6. Hook effect

The hook effect refers to the false-negative phenomenon caused by the incorrect ratio of antigen to a

ntibody. For SARS-CoV-2 Ag Rapid Test Kit,even if the concentration of SARS-COV-2 nucleocapsid 

protein reaches 200μg/mL, the SARS-CoV-2 Ag Rapid Test Kit still has no hook effect. 

3Spiked different kind of National Standard Reference sample of SARS-CoV-2 mutant virus (1×10 TC
ID50/mL) to saliva sample. According to the test results,The detection performance of SARS-CoV-2
 Ag Rapid Test Kit is suitable for a variety of SARS-CoV-2 mutant virus strains

N -protein
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7.INDEX DER SYMBOLE

Gebrachsanweisung
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